
Droefmeeting 5/12/2017 minutes 

Present: first part caretaker Eugene; on average > 25 Droevendalers, including minutes 

taker: Maurits (Momo) 103 and chair & minutes final edit: Luc (37) 

1 - Opening/welcome/remarks: Added agenda points:  left over bikes,  shower mould (this 

one is later skipped), Eli 65 hallway fungi. Next year, don’t have the meeting at dec 5th for convenience. 

2 – Caretaker stuff: Eugene: After inspections, many gardens from 87-107 were outside the 5m boundary, 

so inside the “common green”. These need to be removed, which is understood to be a long process. 107 

has to move the chicken coup. Jeroen (Droevendaal gardener) has to do maintenance, which cannot be 

done with these obstacles. The destination for this common green has to be according to the droevendaal 

greengroup and idealis’ future vision (bestemmingsplan) which is not up to date (Pieter 35: some garden 

space/general space shifted around 35/45/37) so the map needs to be updated by Idealis in collaboration 

with the greengroup. Idealis had a plan to build a fence/indication to make this 5m border clear, green 

group is against.  This border should be communicated by Jeroen if it is violated. Eugene will make sure of 

there is a clear, up to date map;  then, the violating houses, the greengroup and Jeroen should have a 

meeting (including Ferran 45 and Jose 91) and decide together what to do. 

Eugene: Ventilation in the showers is insufficient so people are supposed to dry the shower after use, which 

no one does, producing mold. Therefore, Idealis plans to build in 2018 a new ventilation system. Luc: There 

is/should be a moment for feedback/advice before the plans become definitive. 

3 – Feedback on grey water system manual pump pilot at 91: Jose 91 it is inconvenient to have to fill 

buckets at the front and bring them to the back where the garden is (as is the case for many Droevendaal 

houses). The current pump does not have a hose connection. Pieter 35: having a long pipe is not a good 

solution for several reasons. 

Jose 91: would it be possible to have a plastic rain barrel (regenton) on the backside of the house, elevated 

1m for pressure, connected to the rain pipe on the back of the house? 

Eugene: We have to discuss inside Idealis what is possible, or if we will allow the inhabitants to do this 

themselves. As of the current system it is most convenient with piping and rebuilding to have it at the front. 

The outside tap will be connected to the normal water system.1 

4 – Questions to caretaker. Eli 65: is mould in the laundry washer corridor and adjacent rooms a common 

problem we should take preventive measures to? No, only 65 has this and will be resolved through Eugene. 

5 – Motor shed access. Luc 37 (mayor): the keys are supposed to be only for people with a motorbike, but 

when they leave the keys don’t always return so there are keys floating around.  

Thibault 43: Can these keys also be handed out to droevendaal common groups like the bee team to use for 

their storage? 

Eugene: Idealis has a duty to provide a safe place for inhabitants to store their motorbikes. However the 

rules are not clear if it should be exclusively for motorbikes. These rules will b made clear by Luc 37, Momo 

103, Jozua 45, Thubault 43, Jose 91 and Agatha (?), then will be decided how this is enforced.2 

6 – VOKO. Rennie 49 (rené?): I was main driver behind last 2 voko orders, we need a dedicated team of at 

least 4 because I leave after December. Maria 39 helped last times also. Work involved is preparing the 

order sheet, contacting the company and sending them the finished sheet, then quickly ordering. The main 

work are placing the order, organizing the order when it arrives and the calculations afterwards. The main 

difficulty is that people promise to be part of the team, but actually don’t do anything/don’t respond etc.  

The new group consists of: Carmen 51, Jonathan 89, Minke 45, Angelo 67 and Maria 39. 

7 – Common Barak Committee: Yanina 89 as treasurer, Jose 91 as secretary, Robin 81 as chair/head. 

Having 3 board members allows them to access the money of the account. With this committee there will 

                                                           
1 Follow-up: there will be a meeting of Luc with Idealis about this issue at the beginning of January 
2 Follow-up: there will be a meeting planned in January 

 



be closed meetings and propositions will be put to open meetings, for example with the Droevendaal based 

groups using the CB. 

This new committee was put to vote. Everyone present was in favor. Duly noted by Momo 103, note taker 

of this meeting. The new board has now been officially voted and agreed. 

Linda 67: Proposal to put a big mirror on one of the walls for the dancing groups. 

New email3, Luc 37 has to change this in the system/website. 

8 – Greengroup. No one from the green group present. 

9 – Other groups:  

Cleaning group: Vivian is leaving, meaning only Eli 65 will be left. It is about 20min every weekend. Jose 91: 

we should do a cleaning day. Anne (?): Ask municipality to make an official sign as to prevent neighbors 

from deposing of their trash in our bins. Rennie 49: Also ask municipality whom to call if discovered 

violating this rule. An open fence will be placed around the trash, indicating the big waste place.. New trash 

group: Eli 65, Johannes 37, Sanne 45. 

Bike shed rules are unclear and after cleaning efforts it filled up immediately. Official rules: Bike shed is for 

temporary bicycle storage for Droevendaal Inhabitants that are away and subrenting, for max 6 months, 

and the bike must be labeled. Unlabeled or overdue bikes will be removed and donated to a yet undecided 

organization, most likely the Fietsenhal in Ede or the Hoge Born. This was put to the vote and the majority 

voted in favor. Duly noted by Momo 103, note taker of this meeting. These rules have now been officially 

voted and agreed. The bikeshed committee will decide on the destination of the bikes and these rules will 

be put in effect at once. 

 

10 – Culture. Donatella 67 proposes a Room service in Droevendaal, gathering talents and having a limited 

number of droef insiders and outsiders enjoy the gathered art and culture at droevendaal. This will be 

organized by ± Donatella 67, Momo 103, Rex 53, Yanina 89, Reinoud 31, and Esther 53. 

11 – Droef care day feedback. Linda 67: it was a very nice and connective event. 

Maria 107: we should do it once every season, the next being winter. Should we have an organizing 

committee? 

Eli: Does the cleaning group agree to do this as well? Droef care day committee: Eli 65, Johannes 37, Sanne 

45. 

12 – Vote for droevendaal treasurer. Arta 107 as treasurer put to the vote. Everyone agrees, Duly noted by 

Momo 103, note taker of this meeting. Arta has now been officially voted and agreed as Droevendaal 

treasurer. 

15 – Question round.  

Arta 107: Eugene is a very respectful man in a difficult position and he does it well, I urge everyone to 

realise this and approach him with respect. 

Pieter 35: we have to get rid of the club mate boxes. Jose 91: everyone that took a full one after last 

meeting should now be responsible for one empty box. 

Momo 103: I want to revitalize the Droevendaal dreamfields night, where a couple of parties are given the 

same night close to each other. A list will be at the exit after the meeting, those interested can write down 

their name. The list for the room service will also be there. 

End 

With thanks to the acro-yoga people for their patience, and Lycille + the rest of 89 for the catering! 

                                                           
3 At the moment of spreading this minutes, it appears that everybody can keep using the email forwards 
algemenebarak<at>droevendaal.nl and commonbarrack<at>droevendaal.nl  


